RS COMPONENTS POWERS UP SUPPLY CHAIN
Business and IT process automation enables RS Components to regain control of end-to-end supply chain and
improve customer service with less effort.

KEY POINTS
RS Components embarked on a global transformation program to

Moving to a business and IT process automation solution, SAP® Business

optimize its core supply chain and order-to-cash processes.

Process Automation (BPA) by Redwood, RS Components eliminated

Despite the time, man power and funds RS Components invested into

manual processes and consolidated tasks with less effort.

its scheduler, it did not provide the consistency and visibility required to

The company took back management of its previously outsourced

coordinate global operations.

solution and reduced costs.

BEHIND THE BATTERY PACKS
RS Components is the world’s leading high service
distributor of electronics and maintenance
products. With operations in 32 countries, the
company serves 1.6 million customers and
regularly ships more than 50,000 same day deliveries.

limit the company’s business growth. As in so many business
cases, RS Components found that regardless of the time, man
power and funds it invested to improve its scheduler, it was
not fit for purpose.

In 2012 the company embarked on an extensive transformation
program. To achieve its goals, RS Components needed to unite
a range of supply chain tasks – including inventory processes,
order-taking, order-to-cash and delivery fulfillment – from
SAP and other applications across various time zones.

The firms’ current contract was coming to an end in just three
months and its first coordinated roll out outside of Europe
was also set to take place during this period. RS Components
needed to coordinate its operations swiftly in order to ensure
its high level of customer service was maintained across the
globe.

However, the firms’ existing job scheduling solution was
already running with an inherent management latency of 24
hours. Any task changes resulted in additional time delays
and costly manual fixes. The tool had been effective for
several years, but despite adding custom codes, it started to

Graham Wiffen, Business Systems App Manager, RS
Components says, “On a daily basis we have orders placed
every five minutes. We needed to ensure that during the
transition our supply chain was operational so that we could
fulfill orders and satisfy customers.”

TAKING A NEW APPROACH
RS Components selected SAP BPA to bring
together all of its end-to-end supply chain
tasks under a single platform.
“We can now monitor, control and manage every step of the
supply chain process. We complete the order-to-pack cycle
in less than 20 minutes, while web orders are processed in
three minutes,” says Wiffen. “Working with Redwood we
were up and running in no time and met our three month
deadline.”

At the start of the project the company began a short, sevenday pilot program to confirm connectivity between various
processes. Following a successful pilot, each set of tasks
was migrated and reviewed before moving onto the next
set. Taking a step-by-step approach ensured operations
were running smoothly at all times. An additional layer
of support was provided by leaving the existing solution
in place so that it could be turned back on to support
operations if required.

BUSINESS-WIDE BENEFITS
The organization quickly developed a
consistent task automation template for all
countries that accommodated global time
zone functionality – with much less effort than
before.
RS Components took back management of its previously
outsourced solution.

“

Today, changes can be made in-house as the Redwood
solution is self-serving, saving time and resources. In the
end, the total cost of Redwood’s software and maintenance
was less than the price of maintenance for competitive
solutions. Wiffen adds; “Working with Redwood we
recovered control of our supply chain processes and
gained the coordination and visibility we needed to expand
operations.”

Within the first year of working with SAP BPA by Redwood, we had
already seen a return on investment and rolled out the solution across
Asia and New Zealand.
— Graham Wiffen, Business Systems App Manager, RS Components

For more information about SAP BPA by Redwood please visit www.redwood.com

